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Analyzing the downsizing

The sports desk breaks down this weekend’s loss to UT and addresses the poor performance of the Bears’ defense.

By Anaisa Easmon
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Impact in numbers

Baylor alumni rank good and bad in a national survey done by The Alumni Factor
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Dreams come true

Layne Lynch talks about her life to Up and all of the preparation it took to get there

Community to talk election at BU tonight
By Lawrence Loya

Leaders from the Republican and Democratic parties of McLennan County will gather tonight for a public discussion of the upcoming election at 6 p.m. in the Brooks Fine Arts Lobby.


The session is open to faculty, staff and students.

Kelly McDonald, who will speak on behalf of the McLennan County Democratic Party, and Ralph Patterson, who will speak for the McLennan County Republican Party, will engage in conversation with moderator Bob Schetter, center, watches as Republican presidential candidate Mitt Romney and President Barack Obama shake hands before the start of the last debate at Lynn University Monday in Boca Raton, Fla.

Moderator Bob Schetter, center, watches as Republican presidential candidate Mitt Romney and President Barack Obama shake hands before the start of the last debate at Lynn University Monday in Boca Raton, Fla.

**Foreign policy firewalls: Face-off before election**

By Will Weissert

Foreign policy firewalls: Face-off before election

**Election winds of 2012 continue full force**

By Thomas E. Pauly

Students can take advantage of absentee vote

By David Espo
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Who do you think will win the Heisman Trophy in December?

Baylor vs. Texas game this Saturday at 7 p.m.

Baylor and Texas came into Saturday night’s game in a minor state of crisis. Both teams started the year strong, but each has lost at least two games. The Bears fell to the Longhorns 55-36, 106 points and 112 pounds later.

Senior quarterback Nick Florence finished the game 30-41-1 with 352 yards, two touchdowns and four interceptions.

“Your really proud of the team when you watch Thaddeus Bednarek” senior Art Briles said. “We challenged them this week it was to tough physically and mentally, it was a tough night, but we came away with a win.”

Baylor’s defense continued in season-long struggle on the first play from scrimmage, the Longhorns’ freshman wide receiver Daje Johnson made it to the end around the end for 4 yards and early 7-Field.

The Bears’ offense failed to respond and put up on their fourth play, but the defense responded well. The Bears forced a fumble off the Longhorns’ running back, round the down, the snap went over the Texas punter’s head. On the ensuing play, Briles failed the handoff to the right, and senior quarterback Nick Florence took it to the house himself around the left side to the game at 7.

Bengals returned the game with 117 yards on 19 carries and four touchdowns.

Baylor responded on their next opportunity, however, when running back Glassia Minifie-Briles’ 6-yard touchdown run. With just over 2 minutes left the game to go, this game began to look like the West Virginia game, there was a lot of offense, but defense steps were few and far between.

Senior wide receiver Terrance Williams picked up right when he left of last week. On first down, Briles’ own 29-yard line, Williams get behind Texas’ second quarterback David Ash. Williams would not in a catch by Baylor’s defense off guard, after the first quarter, Texas had record of 6-4 finishing that made the John 29 yard but on the snap that went over the punter’s head.

With second week of December the Bears have a number of questions to the face of the progress made,“hopelessly broken” that it violated their campaign-long dis-
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You may have heard the statement, “A woman makes 77 cents on every dollar a man makes.” Unfortunately, this may be one of the most misleading statistics ever used to abrogate discrimination—and yet it is constantly reprinted by the government, politicians and interest groups. The Baylor Lariat editorial did its last week. It was a陨毁 the Inter- 
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Charles Bittinger’s view of Earth as scene of sword-fighting pirates, include N.C. Wyeth’s historical aborigine. The face of a Papua New Guinea invasion of Afghanistan, a portrait National Geographic’s most indelible archive of media relations for The Almanac. Wanger said The Almanac Fac- tor looks at tens of thousands of alumni from the top 177 colleges, which is the top 7 percent of the alma maters. Alumni are randomly selected and the surveys are conducted using a variety of approaches. The survey asks the alumni 50 questions.

There are about facts in intellectual development and overall happiness. Wanger said particip- ants also were asked 20 questions about social and political issues, which were used to determine where various colleges fall on the political spectrum.

It’s very difficult for colleges to find out independently how their alumni feel about their school. Wanger said: “When they’re sur- veying alumni, it’s already biased. When we did the survey, we were independently asking them the questions. They were under the impression, we were doing a sur- vey about social and political issues and not ranking college.” Wanger said The Almanac Fact- or is unique because it is the first of its kind at how well graduates at the universities do in life post- graduation. “A lot of other ranking books do their ranking based on reputation,” Wanger said. “This is the first book about who comes out of the universities.”

The main purpose of the book Wanger said, is to help proactive students identify colleges where they’re making the choice to attend a school,

Cassidy Lawson, spokesperson for The Almanac Fact- or, said rank is not about anything but the actual school and its graduates, but it’s important to know how colleges fail on various points. “How do the students and par- ents choose a college that will be valuable to them post-college?” Lawson said. “Are they going to make friends? Are they going to make money? Are they going to make friends? Are they going to make money? Are they going to be successful in their careers?”
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Layne Lynch, the only remaining Uproar Artist from the 2011-2012 school year, is determined to hit the ground running this year. "It was really exciting and also really grand," Lynch said. \"I felt really cool and really confident. I want to do this with my life. I've probably done enough to do that. I could use this year to focus on the lyrics and the songs in my head.\" Lynch is aware of what exactly could classify her music. \"My music is expressive,\" Lynch said. \"It's a song that has a different feeling to it and depending on what I'm feeling. Like, it can be almost like a rock song or it can be kind of folky.\"

The Mix's coffee shop and food truck to open near Baylor campus

Despite its name, the family-owned café in Hewitt, The Mix, does not serve coffee. However, The Mix's coffee shop and food truck, "Street Eats," will serve students lunches in the day, and the coffee shop will provide a quieter, laid-back relaxing experience for Baylor students.

"It's good food right here in your neighborhood. Everything we sell, we've done it ourselves," said Darrill Thompson, chef and manager of the food truck and coffee shop.

The coffee shop features several rooms complete with couches and tables serve as a quiet room to study in, or a more relaxed atmosphere. \"I hope we can be the way Common Grounds is, but we're on campus,\" Thompson said. \"It's going to be the biggest show I've ever played.\"

Thompson hopes that the coffee shop and food truck will provide a quieter, laid-back alternative to popular Baylor spots like \"Summer at 8 p.m. Nov. 15 in Waco Hall. The Rocket Summer is a solo project of artist Bryce Avary. \"I've always been drawn to music, and it's where I find my voice and how Uproar energies.\"

"Our classes may not take as much time as we have rehearsed almost every night, so if I get a call in a show I have to give them my conflict,\" Lynch said. \"Acting goes on, sometimes it gets a little stressful, some days we can almost see a couple of weeks where there's a show every night and then there's also a play going on and a rehearsal for something else. It gets hectic, but it's really fun,\" she added.\n
Colbyville senior Layne Lynch is a returning artist on Baylor's Uproar Records. Lynch has wanted to sing since she was a child, and is grateful for the opportunity to focus on her music.

For Baylor students who have frequented the family-owned café in Hewitt, The Mix Gifts and Cafe, but a new expansion that includes a coffee shop and food truck on Spiegel will be good news. The food truck, Street Eats, is currently open from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. Tuesday through Friday. Former Baylor professor turned culinary student and music instructor, Thompson, is new to The Mix's business major, has seen how the commitment to a show every night and then there's also a play going on and a rehearsal for something else. It gets hectic, but it's really fun,\" she added.\n
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The Baylor defense might not ever figure out a solution to stop opponents from gaining yards, but the defense can work on forcing turnovers.

"We have to put up more pressure on the quarterback, that’s what I see as the first down on the third down. "It’s as simple as that. We had mistakes, “ senior defensive tackle Gary Mason said. “It’s kind of hard to get it off the field, but we have to get off of the field on third down.”

How can one football team add a competency disparity between the offense and the defense?

The Baylor offense is No. 3 in the nation in total offense, averaging roughly 574 yards a game. To not fumble, the Baylor defense has struggled. The defense is No. 120 nationally in yards per carry allowing 553 yards. When an offense drives 93 yards, it could result in a victory in every game. Baylor’s post showing definitively against TCU is inexcusable.

“We didn’t answer,” junior tackle Mark Allen said. “As simple as that. We had some opportunities to get out on the field and make plays, but we didn’t. We didn’t answer. For instance, when Nick (Florence) came in, he got the first down on the down, but we have to get off of the field on third down.”

Texas is inexcusable. The Baylor defense may not ever figure out a solution to stop opponents from gaining yards, but the defense can work on forcing turnovers.

"We have to put up more pressure on the quarterback, that’s what I see because when you put pressure on the quarterback, it forces them to make mistakes. It takes pressure off of our defensive backfield. It makes it possible to play more man to man.”

Texas was the turnaround game, it was the game. In Baylor’s three losses, the offense is minus nine in its turnover margin. In all three of its losses, the offense is minus nine in its turnover margin.

For the first time ever under defensive coordinator Phil Bennett, the Baylor defense has failed to carry a turnover in three consecutive games. The lack of forcing three consecutive losses hurt extinguished the hopes of Baylor football for this season.

“We can’t put it past,” senior receiver Cameron Sampson said. “It still has half a season left, and we just got to keep pushing. We can’t let these three games determine your season.”

The ebbing gets tough for the final six games. This Saturday, Baylor has traveled to play a tough Iowa State team, who is also having a hard season. Then Baylor gets a slight reprieve to face Kansas State-who is in contention for a Big 12 championship. Still though, the Bears are facing a daunting three-game stretch against Oklahoma State, Texas Tech and Texas. Baylor has had a lot of success in the Big 12, but the three-game stretch is a lot of pressure. It will come down to how the defense performs.

The Bears can be successful in this last stretch if they contain their mistakes. We have the ability to give up less than the opponents.

I think the team is healthy, they showed that in the third quarter. It’s hard to play with one less player, but we have the depth to make it work.

Baylor needs the majority of its players to return to play a tougher season. The biggest surprise of the season has been the depth of the defense. It’s been a surprise for me, but I think this is a good thing. The depth of the defense will be utilized in this last stretch.

The Bears are in a tough position, but they have the ability to turn this season around. It’s up to the players to step up and make the plays. It’s time to come out and play a game for the fans. The defense is ready to turn this season around.
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The fingerling point and flurry of the moment was all the more striking because the actual debate last week, when Obama needed a comeback after a lousy performance in their meeting on Oct 3. The final debate boiled them, both men are entering on a home-stretch wheeling of com- posing. The president is expected to speak on the issues during a two- day trip that begins Wednesday and includes a visit aboard Air Force One as he heads from Las Vegas to Tampa. Romney intends to visit two battleground states.

Already four million ballots have been cast in early voting in more than two dozen states. Obama appears on course to win states and the District of Co- lumbia that account for 237 of the 270 electoral votes needed to win.

The same is true for Romney in states with 191 electoral votes.

The battleground accounts for the remaining 110 electoral votes. Florida (29), North Carolina (15), Virginia (13), New Hampshire (4), Colorado (9), Nevada (6), Ohio (16) and Wisconsin (10).

On Monday night, Obama said more than once that Romney had not even cast a vote and was not in position. And not necessarily putting new distance between the two men. In fact, Romney offered runs for the presidential administration efforts in Afghanistan.

The former Massachusetts gover- nor said the 2010 range of $5,000 to $10,000 taxes is a success and se- culates that efforts to train Afghan security forces are on track to en- sure the U.S. and its allies to put the Afghan forces in charge of security by the end of 2014. He said that U.S. forces should complete their withdrawal on that schedule, pro- bably before he has been criticized on the set of a specific withdrawal date.

When it came to taxes, Romney stressed that war is a last option to prevent Tehran from developing a nuclear weapon, something the West has been a hallmark of his campaign.

And Romney barely addressed the simmering debates over the administration’s handling of the up-come on the U.S. in Congress, the 13th, that killed the U.S. ambassa- dors and other Americans.

But the debate was hardly all sweetness and light.

On the Middle East, Romney said that despite early hopes, the order of despotic regimes in Egypt, Syria and elsewhere over the past year has resulted in a “tough tale of choices.” He said the administration was in the first half.

On Iran’s move, he said, Romney defended the president’s policies. He said the replay official did not decide to stop the play and Briles opted to challenge the flag. The Bears received the ball to start the second half, and Briles indicated he had used too many timeouts.

The Bears scored their third touchdown of the day after Baylor failed to bring him down in the backfield. That tied the game at 28 with 9:38 left in the first half.

The Longhorn focused on forcing Romney to throw an interception on the field down the field and into the end zone. Texas freshman running back Jordan Najvar was there to the Bears down 42-37. Florence came from Texas down 35-29. Meanwhile, he vowed to bring both the war and taking on the leadership of Al-Qaeda. We can’t kill off our own out of the country. “We must have a comprehensive and robust strat- egy.

As a sign of the third quarter approached, Smith abandoned on the third-and-goal line 4-yard touchdown. The Bears ahead 28-21.
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